CHAPTER SIXTEEN

Women and the Church Courts in
Reformation-Era Scotland
Michael F. Graham
Christine Graham of Stirling complained to her
parish kirk session that Ranald Campbell frequentis hit hous against hit
will, straikis (strikes) and oppressis hir'. She had approached the burgh
council which had forced Campbell to find a cautioner to guarantee his
good behaviour in the future, but this measure had been ineffective. The
town's bailies had been unwilling or unable to punish Campbell for his
continuing harassment. The session decided sterner measures were required, and requested that the bailies confine Campbell until order could
be taken with him.'
The records tell us little about the two parties. We know that Graham
kept a house in Stirling, and the kirk session later determined she had
necessary business there. She may have been a widow carrying on her
husband's enterprise, although not so identified. Whatever her situation,
she apparently approached the kirk session on her own, seeking protection that the burgh council could not offer her. This was not unusual.
While local secular courts such as burgh councils might seem to enforce
public order, they were in fact private concerns, primarily involved in
defending the interests of the local oligarchy — those who in effect had a
share in the corporation. The kirk session, even though its membership
might overlap that of the burgh council,' represented a wider interest that of the Christian community. This is not to say that the justice meted
out by kirk sessions was always even-handed, either in terms of gender or
social class. 3 But it does appear that women, particularly those without
close ties to burgh authorities, found kirk sessions much more approachable and responsive to their needs for justice, support and protection.
Indeed, women rarely sought the aid of burgh courts by themselves,
tending instead to appear with husbands or by proxy through procurators.4
Whatever was done to `take order' with Campbell did not keep him
away from Graham. The kirk session eventually decided that she was
partly to blame for this, and in May 1603 it requested the bailies to banish
both because they had 'long slanderit this toun be suspitius behavier
togither'. But Graham returned to the kirk session, pleading innocence.
The session decided that Graham's house and business gave her a
standing Campbell lacked. It ruled that she could stay provided she
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performed public repentance wearing linen clothing on three successive
Sundays, that she found caution not to allow Campbell in her house
again, and that she go to the bailies immediately if he entered against her
will. The banishment order against Campbell stood, and this appears to
have ended the matter. 5 Graham's reputation may have been sullied in the
elders' eyes, but her rights as an independent householder had been
upheld.
Much discussion of the Reformation's effect on women's lives has
centred on the strengthening of the patriarchal family and on the limited
outlets for female spirituality in a world which rejected the cloistered life.6
But Reformed protestantism also brought with it a disciplinary apparatus
that put private lives under unprecedented scrutiny as ministers and elders
sought to enforce Christian codes of behaviour.' Merry Wiesner has
suggested that institutional changes tied to the Reformation probably had
a greater impact on women's lives than did changes in doctrine or
theology. 8 Social discipline provides a case in point. Where Reformed
protestantism took hold, clerically-dominated episcopal courts with large
bailiwicks (both in terms of geography and claimed legal competency)
were often replaced with parochially-based consistories controlled by, or
at least primarily staffed by, laymen. Usually, these consistories restricted
themselves to primarily disciplinary functions. Since they did not cover
large circuits, they could devote greater attention to relatively obscure
individuals whose low profiles or poverty had rendered them unlikely
targets or plaintiffs in Catholic church courts. Further, the presence of lay
elders helped to ensure that enforcement might better reflect community,
rather than clerical, values. The perspective that those elders brought to
the courts was still masculine, but it was a view informed by experience of
marriage and parenthood. In Scotland, it was the kirk sessions and
presbyteries which sought to mould the new order. 9 For many, the
intrusions of kirk elders and ministers into their affairs (in many senses!)
would have been the most dramatic and noticeable aspect of the Reformation.
Although both women and men felt the intrusions of social discipline
and its conflicts with traditional society, it does not follow that they felt
them in the same ways. How did the operations of these courts affect
women, as members of families, parish communities, or the wider
Christian community? Could the new courts be allies, offering women
rights and opportunities to defend their interests? Might the increased
intensity of oversight merely provide another weapon for the `double
standard' which winked at the sexual sins of men while regarding their
female partners as guilty temptresses? 10 In practice, women may have
found Reformed social discipline both empowering and repressive, or at
least invasive. Janine Garrisson, in her study based on consistories and
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regional church assemblies in the French Midi in the late sixteenth
century, opined that the Huguenot movement was a precursor of modll
ernity because of the dignity it accorded to women. Dignity is of course
i mpossible to quantify. Christine Graham used the disciplinary system of
the Kirk to protect herself from what modern western societies might
define as harassment. The kirk session offered her power and protection
that the burgh court did not. But it came with a price — the ritual of public
repentance which held her up to community scorn. Likewise, when the
widow Bessie Lin of the Ayrshire parish of Dundonald accused her
servant George Wright of raping her in 1603, the kirk session ordered
her to perform public repentance as a fornicator. His punishment was
12
more severe, but she did not escape unstained. We need to examine both
sides of this equation of feminine empowerment and potential stigmatization which the Reformation introduced into the social mathematics of
early modern Scotland.
The maintenance of a good reputation was critical to social standing in
early modern Scotland, as in many other early modern societies. While
male reputations rested primarily on honesty in business dealings, cour13
age, and willingness to use violence to defend honour, female reputations relied more on sexual probity and freedom from the taint of
witchcraft. 'Witch', `whore' and `harlot' were the slanderous labels from
14
which women most often sought to protect themselves. When William
Morris boasted in i590 of having had sexual relations with Helen
Menteith, a married woman, she (and her father) complained to the
Stirling Presbytery. Since Morris' claim seemed to lack foundation, the
presbytery ordered him to appear one Sunday in the parish kirk of Dollar,
where Menteith resided,
and thair to confes publictlie in p[rese]ns of ye haill congregatione
yat he hes innocentlie sclandirit ye said hellein & yat ye words he
spak of hir war fals, and [therelfor to crave god, ye said hellein &
ye kirk forgevenes. And to declair he knawis na thing to hir hot
honestie.1'
The parish kirk, with the whole community theoretically in attendance,
provided a much more dramatic forum than the burgh mercat cross, the
usual locus of punishment imposed by burgh courts. Morris' apology was
delivered in the silence of the kirk, without the background noise and
distraction of people going about their daily business. Margaret Richie in
Stirling was forced to make a similar apology in r587 after she accused
Marjorie Robertson of taking away her cow's milk by witchcraft. Unable
to provide any evidence, Richie was convicted of slandering Robertson,
and the presbytery ordered the apology.16
Menteith and Robertson both had the advantage of previously un-
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sullied reputations, which might have suffered irreparable damage if the
slander had gone unchallenged. Those already marked by ill repute had
less protection. When Andrew Leving of Rothiemay Parish (Grampian)
was accused by Agnes Lesley of having slandered her as an adulteress in
1607, he responded that he was not the first to do so. The kirk session
elders were willing to accept this defence if Leving could cite other
examples of such slanders which had not been challenged. Unable to
do so, Leving was forced to make a public confession. l ' But when Nannis
Melville became the leading accuser against William Ferny in an investigation of incestuous rape in Anstruther Wester (Fife) in
he
1594,
accused her of witchcraft, of which she had previously fallen under
suspicion. Ferny got off the hook with a private confession before the
kirk session (the victim, his daughter, had to do the same); Melville may
have paid with her life.' 8 Female honour was fragile, and once lost it was
nearly irretrievable. Hence the regular resort by women seeking to protect
their reputations to the courts of the Reformed Kirk.
William Ferny seems to have headed a dysfunctional family, while
Helen Menteith sought to preserve her standing as a faithful wife. Such
cases bring us inside the family, and it was in the area of marriage and
domestic relations that women often sought to use the courts of the
Reformed Kirk to defend their interests. Divorce suits were generally not
heard in church courts, 19 but women used kirk sessions to press marriage
claims and to seek protection from domestic abuse.
The pregnancy of an unmarried woman was the evidence which set
most fornication or adultery cases in motion. The woman was brought
before the elders and asked to name the father, so he could be charged and
brought to the penitent stool as well. But women fornicators often alleged
that their partners had promised marriage, and kirk sessions were willing
to listen. John Lindsay was pursued by two women, both charging him
with seduction under promise of marriage, before the St Andrews Kirk
Session in 1563. One, Christine Howieson, was pregnant, and the kirk.
session ordered him to marry her. 2 ° There are also rare instances of
women seeking to enforce marriage promises even when no sexual
relations were alleged, as when Marjorie Pawy successfully pursued a
claim of handfast marriage with William Kinnisman in November 1562.
Since Kinnisman refused to deny under oath his 'spekyng and saying to
hyr, be his hand he layd in hyrris, he suld marye hyr and never have ane
other woman bot hyr', the kirk session ordered him to marry her. 2 ' But if
a woman claimed seduction and the accused male provided evidence he
was not her first sexual partner, he could avoid marrying her, although he
would have to take his turn on the penitent stool. 22 This highlights once
again the importance of female reputation.
John Scott, a merchant and deacon on the St Andrews Kirk Session,
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sought in i 579 to rid himself of his wife, Jonet Murray, by destroying her
reputation. She used the forum of the kirk session to fight back. Scott had
already admitted adultery with Grisell Motto (who testified that he
regularly visited her while the burgh's residents were at common
prayers!). He then tried to persuade Thomas Hunter to go to the
commissary court in Edinburgh (which had the authority to grant
divorces) and testify that he had committed adultery with Murray.
Hunter refused, and Murray charged her husband with slander. The
elders found him guilty, and ordered him to kneel before the congregation
`and pronunce thir wordis, handand his awin tung in his hand, Fals tung
thow leid! and confes that he knawis na thing to the said Jonet bot gud
and honestie'. Such a marriage could hardly have been happy, but
Murray was determined to maintain her rights within it.23
This does not mean that kirk session elders were free of the gender
prejudices of their era. They regarded male household heads as primary
authority figures, and held them answerable, to a certain extent, for the
behaviour of their wives, children and servants. The kirk session of
Aberdeen in 1574 gave William Davidson `many exhortationeis' that
he `suffer' his wife to perform public repentance for her adultery, but `he
answured stuburnely, that in no wayes wold he suffer hir to do any more
then she had done'. No doubt he felt his honour, as well as hers, was
threatened. likewise the Canongate session in i 567 upbraided Cuthbert
Ferguson, an elder, for allowing his wife to take Communion in Edinburgh when she was under censure in the Canongate for slander.
Ferguson offered the unlikely excuse that he `knew nocht that scho
wes debarit'. His fellow elders ordered him to make a public profession
of his ignorance, thus holding him up to possible scorn as the head of an
unruly household.24
Another form of unruly household was one whose internal disputes
became known to outsiders. Kirk sessions were not slow to intervene
when quarrels between spouses turned violent, and such a policy could
offer women significant protection. On the other hand, some women
seemed violent themselves. When George Stene told the Canongate
session in 1566 that he could not live with his wife (Jonet Murdo) on
account of her cursing him `and casting at him, with hir handis, stannis
and dirt,' she replied `I have gretter caus to complan upone him, for I dred
bodelye harme of him'. The session held them both guilty, `bot specialle
the said Jonet' and ordered her to ask his forgiveness 2' He may have
threatened violence, but she practised it. When David Creighton and
Isobel Smith, a married couple, admitted fighting to their kirk session in
1 594, they had to find caution that it would not happen again. If their
quarrels continued, they would both face public repentance, regardless of
who was at fault. 26 Domestic peace benefited men as well as women, but
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the kirk's interest in censuring spousal discord clearly placed limits on
husbands' powers of coercion.
Women also became involved in quarrels outside their families. Conflicts between neighbours ripped the social fabric; elders and ministers
saw mending this as an important responsibility. In 1598, Katherine
Brown of Anstruther Wester parish was called before the local kirk
session for 'flyting' loudly on the Sabbath outside the kirk door, calling
Kristin Scot ` drunk harlot'. Brown said she had been provoked, that Scot
had 'upbraidit hir, & bad hir kis hir ers', a charge Scot denied. The session
decided Brown was the more guilty of the two, since it was her words
which had disturbed the Sunday service and she had behaved `disdanfullie' before the elders. 27 Neither woman was very prominent in local
society, so such conflict would have received little attention from a burgh
court. But session elders were increasingly eager to censure sharp-tongued
women. In 1591 the elders of St Andrews ordered Mirrabell Moody to sit
on the 'goik stuill of this citee' for two hours on a Monday morning for
having slandered Isobel Kay as a ` common huir'.28
Women could also be violent on occasion, and here elders tried to
orchestrate communal disapproval in all its majesty. The murderess
Marjorie Brison had already compensated her victim's kin and purchased
royal letters of remission, thus settling the criminal aspects of her offence.
But the Canongate Session demanded ritual satisfaction as well. In January
1566, she was ordered to make three successive appearances in church
dressed in white, bareheaded and barelegged, holding a knife dipped in
blood, and to ask the congregation's forgiveness. On the third occasion, an
elder would receive her by the hand and take the knife from her. 29 Marion
Adie had not killed anyone, but her violence placed the St Andrews Kirk
Session in a difficult position in 1 599 . She was the daughter-in-law of a
bailie and session elder. She had allegedly attacked her servant Margaret
Parky, ` cutting hir heir by the plattis out of hir heid with ane knyiff, and.
striking of hir, and burning of hir fleshe with ane hot irn tayngis, and
specialie betuix hir leggis'. The act suggests sexual jealousy; Adie's husband
had earlier been charged with adultery. Parky may have come up against
the limits of early modern justice, even in the (relatively) progressive
atmosphere of the kirk session. The elders consulted with the burgh council,
and determined that nothing could be proved except the hair-cutting. Adie
was privately rebuked for her 'pryid and misbehaviour', and the minister
was to announce from the pulpit that nothing warranting public repentance
had been discovered. 30 All men were not equal before the law, nor were all
women, be it the law of burgh or kirk.
A major function of social discipline was the enforcement of order,
whether religious, sexual or social. Discipline could marshall community
disapproval when individuals strayed too far from the norm. When
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women put on trousers (literally) and walked about as men, many felt
that the categories through which society was organised were in danger.
While such cases are quite rare, some women were censured for dressing
as men. The Aberdeen Kirk Session fined Maggie Morrison 6s 8d for
`abusing of hit self in cla[th]ing of hir w[i]t[h] mennes cla[th]es' at a wake
in 1576. Later, it warned four women against their practice of donning
men's clothes and dancing. Jonet Cady in Edinburgh denied such a charge
in. 1574.31
This was not the only form of ostensibly male behaviour on the part of
women that kirk elders felt the need to condemn. Christopher Smout
describes kirk elders as hypocritical in their refusal to censure usury,
despite official denunciations of the practice. 32 In the rare instances found
of kirk sessions discouraging usury, the accused usurers were female.33
Although the number of cases is insignificant, this is suggestive that elders
found sharp dealing repugnant primarily when women got into the act.
One profession in which women remained fairly secure was that of
midwifery. Reformed discipline left the practice of midwifery intact, but
saw midwives as potential sources of sensitive information. The birthing
process was a female preserve, so elders enlisted midwives as the eyes and
ears of parochial discipline there. In 1564 the Canongate Kirk Session
ordered that midwives report to it concerning all births `that thairby the
Kirk may knaw gif it [the child] be gotting in harlatre, or quhair it is
baptissit, or in qhuhat maner'. The concern was both illegitimacy and
Catholicism. Midwives refusing to comply were threatened with a forty
shilling fine. Fathers needed to be identified both to face discipline, and to
be made to support their illegitimate offspring. The St Andrews Kirk
Session questioned midwife Marion Dawson closely in 1573 concerning
Christen Hagy's words when she was giving birth. She had apparently
mentioned James Mont as the father, and the session invoked a General
Assembly ruling that if a woman in tern pore partus names someone as the
father of her child, and he admits to having had sexual relations with her
in the previous year, then he is to be regarded as such. 34 Information from
midwives was critical in making these determinations, and kirk sessions
sought to make sure they co-operated.
Sexuality affected a woman's reputation and might also have a significant impact on her relations with her husband (or husband-to-be), her
neighbours, and whether or not she gave birth, in or out of wedlock.
Female reputations largely stood or fell on the issue of sexual probity. The
majority (fifty-five per cent) of cases handled by Scottish kirk sessions
stemmed from charges of sexual misbehaviour, primarily fornication or
adultery. Was illicit sexuality regarded as a peculiarly female problem?
The evidence makes this seem unlikely, at least in the first fifty years of the
Scottish Reformation.
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A database of disciplinary cases from kirk sessions and presbyteries 3s
shows that of the 4,594 cases from kirk sessions, forty-one per cent of
those charged with offences were women. If we focus on the 2.,52.3 cases
involving sexual behaviour, the proportion of female offenders increases
to fifty-one per cent. Dividing these cases by gender, we find that fortyfive per cent of all men summoned faced sexual accusations, while sixtyeight per cent of all women did. Thus women called before parish elders
were considerably more likely to be charged with sexual sins than were
men. The cases from presbyteries followed a similar pattern, although
presbyteries were less concerned with sexual misbehaviour than were kirk
sessions. Further, since presbytery cases often involved those who had
managed to avoid punishment at the parish level, the presbytery caseload
contains a higher proportion of male cases.
Are these differences significant? The fact that an individual woman
hauled before her parish elders stood a two-thirds chance of being
charged with sexual misbehaviour, while the chances of this happening
to a male were less than even, may simply reflect the universe of possible
offences. Certain misdeeds, such as political disloyalty, violent assault, or
Sabbath breach, were regarded by kirk sessions and presbyteries as much
more common in men than women. The kirk session of Edinburgh in
charged
1
574-5
ninety-two men, but only two women, with having
supported the queen's party during recent civil war. 36 A factional takeover of the burgh council and kirk session of St Andrews in
led to
1593
charges of political dissidence against twenty men, but no women. 37 Since
women were not active in civic politics, they were incapable of political
sins. Accusations against women for Sabbath breach or violent assault
were more common, but men outnumbered women by large majorities.
That women were much more likely than men to be charged with sexual
offences is due to the narrower range of possible sins; males were seen as
more versatile miscreants. The sins of women were generally restricted to
sexuality, verbal quarrels, religious deviance and the occasional practice
of magic.
Although some offences were regarded as largely gender-specific, the
nature of most human sexual activity is such that ministers and elders
would have had to display wilful bias if they sought to lay the blame on
one particular gender. None of the cases involved charges of homosexual
behaviour or masturbation, and accusations of bestiality were exceedingly rare. Virtually every sexual offence involved at least one male and at
least one female. Did the ministers and elders view both parties as guilty
and subject to similar sanctions? In general, yes. Kirk sessions charged
izz6 men and iz82 women with sexual sins. At the presbytery level the
situation was reversed, with 314 men and z58 women accused of sexual
misdeeds. Some parishes displayed remarkable even-handedness; in
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r 5 8z—i boo the St Andrews kirk session lodged sexual charges against
447 men and 447 women.
There were, however, some parishes where considerably more women
than men were charged in sexual cases — the Canongate in the midr56os, and Edinburgh and Aberdeen in the mid-157os. Significantly,
these were urban parishes. In the tight and crowded confines of the early
modern town, burgh councillors and session elders regarded a certain
type of single woman as a danger to public morality. In the Canongate
parish, a notorious red light district around the Cowgate occupied much
of the kirk session's attention. In 1564, it drew up a list of sexual sinners
`within this reformit gait', for action by the civil magistrates. Twelve
women were named, as were their partners, but the elders were clearly
only after the women, some of whom were brought before the session on
z December 1564. 38 A group trial of sexual sinners held before the kirk
session, burgh bailiies and the Justice Clerk of Scotland in 1565 considered the cases of sixteen women but no men, although one male did
appear before the session the next day because he wished to marry one of
the defendants. 39 Even when both partners were summoned, they might
be treated differently. In October 1564 David Pearson and Isobel
Mowtray in October 1564 admitted to having a child out of wedlock.
She was ordered to leave the burgh within forty-eight hours `under the
pane of schorging', while he was given four hours in the branks [stocks],
which he avoided by promising to pay forty shillings instead. 40 Some
women targeted in these roundups seem to have worked as prostitutes,
and the kirk session was eager to eject them from burgh society. In
practice, this proved difficult. Whippings, head-shavings and banishments were ordered, but few seem to have been carried out.'' By 1567,
there were signs that the Canongate session was turning its attention to
resolving conflicts within the parish community, and the sexual double
standard was disappearing. A similar trend is evident in Aberdeen, where
by 1
577, men began to outnumber women among those charged with
sexual misbehaviour. 42
In smaller burghs such as St Andrews or rural parishes such as
Anstruther Wester, Monifieth (Angus), Dundonald (Ayrshire) or Rothiemay, no such double standard seems to have existed, at least in terms of
accusations by elders and attempts at punishment. Men outnumbered
women among those accused of sexual impropriety. In most cases, both
partners were named and summoned. Men found it easier to ignore
summonses, delay proceedings, or shift blame on others. Since most of the
women accused were pregnant and unmarried, it was difficult for them to
flee or deny responsibility. But kirk sessions and presbyteries often went
to great lengths to identify the fathers, get them to admit paternity, and
force them to perform public repentance. A representative from Stirling's
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Holy Rude Kirk Session petitioned the Stirling Presbytery to write to its
counterpart in Glasgow in late 1581, seeking to track down a Glasgowarea laird who had committed adultery with Margaret Leiche in Stirling.
The kirk session of Anstruther Wester in March 1 59 1 tried to prevent any
local skipper from hiring Alan Caddells until he performed public
repentance for his relapse into adulter y
. This effort was unsuccessful;
he sailed to the Orkneys before he had completed his punishment. But it is
a testament to the elders' dogged determination that he appeared before
them when he returned in 1592, again promising to perform his repentance. The case dragged into the following year, with no clear resolution,
but the session displayed no inclination to let the matter drop.43
This is not to argue for an egalitarian, gender-neutral Reformation.
Some Scotswomen felt its sting in ways that men could not. The Reformation shut off many avenues of female spirituality and in Scotland
certainly contributed to the dem
onification of the witch and the prostitute. But by holding i
ndividuals — men as well as women — primarily
r
esponsible for their own behaviour, it militated against the maintenance
of any double standard in the area of sexual ethics. In addition, by
creating the kirk session, it established a forum for the complaints of the
humble — male and female — in which they had the opportunity to identify
their rcauses with those of the wider Christian community, regardless of
the p ominence of their adversaries.
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